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BRUNOTTI BLACKHAWK 141

CRAZYFLY RAPTOR LTD 136

If the Hawk is the ‘Dimension on steroids’ then the Blackhawk
has just come back from a stint in prison, covered in tattoos,
with a mean look in its eye. Adding to the defined contours of
the Hawk, Brunotti have tuned the Blackhawk to go one step
further with a ‘Carbon Compression Core’, deeper tail double
concave, more defined rail step and everything you could wish
for to ride harder and faster and launch yourself off the water.

Could the Raptor LTD be a new definition for light boards?
Quite possibly. This is CrazyFly’s ultra-light full carbon board
for freeriders and freestylers. CompFlex 4T5 is part of what
makes The Raptor LTD so light, requiring less epoxy to layer
the carbon, meaning less weight altogether than older models.

Definitely the best looking board in our tests, Brunotti describe it as ‘tense’ which we think is an accurate appraisal
of a board that just wants to perform. Orientated towards
freestyle or advance freeride riders it is the best of the ‘do
everything well’ boards that Brunotti have to offer, and it does
not disappoint. Taking a more freestyle outline has given the
Blackhawk a broad, stable platform to land on. Landings are

smooth, with the channels taking the shock out of impacts
and providing plenty of stability. The carbon stringers and
laminates through this board enhance the landings by seeing
away any negative flex. Torsionally the board feels more resilient than the Hawk; carbon supported ‘Active Backbone’ and
‘Torque Equalizer’ makes the board quicker to re-engage its
heel side edge after landing when returning to a sharp drive
upwind.
Heavier and more assertive riders crossing their style between freeride and freestyle will benefit most from this board.
It gives back what you put into it and so it benefits from an
aggressive and confident riding style. Not as accessible as the
Hawk or the Dimension for lighter or gentler riders, but guaranteed to please if you’re willing to push it…

A low centered rocker and wide outline make The Raptor LTD
fast. To help it give some good grip driving upwind and popping, it utilizes an elliptical double concave and double V tips.
Holding its speed well when riding powered, The Raptor LTD
is a lively board. Being so light it feels tiny on your feet, feeling ever more so when you’re airborne, which is not difficult
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as the Raptor loves to boost, although with a low rocker, the
Raptor LTD is less progressive in the pop and needs more of a
spring to flick you up into the air. To smooth out the landings,
the double concave base does a good job, but you can get some
slap on landings unassisted by the kite. Riders used to more
rocker in their boards will find this most noticeable, though a
direct point downwind on landing should see you riding out of
your jumps with style
The Raptor wants to spend most of your session in the air, and
will have you craving to boost and fly, when you do come down
though, you will be pleasantly surprised by the playful ride
and carving capabilities of the Raptor too…
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CRAZYFLY ELITE III 136
The CrazyFly Elite III is a high-end freeride board that radiates excellence and status. It is a masterpiece in extreme lightweight engineering, featuring the finest carbon fiber technology upon its ultra-light, double concaved, Paulownia and air
core foundation. This board exudes luxury, arriving in a hard
case, mounted and ready to go, allowing you to maximize your
time on the water and minimize faff. Once on the water, you are
in for a fast, agile and smooth ride.
This responsive board gives a load-and-pop that does not fail
to disappoint. The lightweight locked-in feeling of the board
underfoot allows for textbook inversions and seamless heelto-toe carving transitions. You would be forgiven for assuming
that this carving and popping dream compromises on comfort,
but this board also cuts through chop impressively. Its double
concave bottom delivers a comfortable ride not often achieved
by high performance carbon boards. Its extreme lightweight

nature makes for a fast, agile and playful ride. By using their
patent pending Air Core Technology to hollow hexagonal sections out of the Paulownia wood core, the CrazyFly Elite III is
not only unfathomably light but also has longitudinal and torsional flex that makes for smooth sailing.
This board has a premium application of carbon. Two layers of
carbon are applied to the top and base of the board. The first
layer, a 45 degree angled CompFlex 4T5, stiffens the torsional
flex, keeping it sharp through heel-to-toe transitions. The second layer uses ultra-thin and very high tensile strength HMXCF2 carbon for longitudinal strength and reflex. This combination of premium carbon laminates are applied pre-preg to
ensure that only the optimum amount of resin is used to keep
weight low and performance high. The result is a fine tuned,
responsive and agile board. Whether you are heading out for a
cruise, boosting high or pulling some freestyle maneuvers, this
unique board will have you out there all day.

F-ONE TRAX HRD CARBON 136
Deciding which F-ONE TRAX is for you can be determined by
which aspect of your riding you wish to focus on. The TRAX
HRD Carbon is the lighter version of the LT. Its construction
is founded upon the same CNC-shaped wood core with Helical
Rail Design, single stepped concave and flexible tips. However,
its biaxial carbon full layer not only drops the weight a bit, but
also gives the board extra strength, a stiffer ride and a more
powerful flex response. The reduction in weight makes this
board very responsive on the water and a dream in the air.
The Helical Rail Design, named for the pattern of its tapering
and chamfering throughout the length of the rail, is unique.
There is plenty of grip on the heel edge, thanks to the thin rail
in the middle of the board. This allows you to motor upwind
and load-up against the kite to boost. The rail is inverted and
curved underfoot, making the board very adaptive to changing
water conditions or increases in power, thanks to the lack of a
sudden edge development. This gives the board a delightfully
smooth carving ability, and while the board has excellent di-

rectional stability, thanks to its stepped-concave base, if you
flatten off the edge, you will value the ‘slidability’ factor of this
board.
If freestyle is more your thing, the flex of the TRAX HRD Carbon has been fine-tuned to deliver an impressive silky-smooth
pop. The gradation from the thick midstance to thin flexible
tips is tapered to control the flex of the board and the progressive load allows for a controlled energetic pop. Despite having
a relatively flat midsection, landings are softened nicely by the
wide outline and chamfering underfoot, which deflects water
away. This cushions the landing and allows you to ride away
with confidence and control.
Overall, this is a board that offers performance freestyle while
providing freeride comfort. The stiff ride and explosive pop
make the TRAX HRD Carbon well suited to the more freestyle-orientated rider, and if you are lucky enough to get it in
some flat water, you are in for a treat.
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